MUST 18 Modules - Reciprocal Credit for OSHA 30/10

OSHA 30

- Individual/Travelers must be entered into the MUST database by a MUST Union/Contractor
- OSHA Trainers would send their OSHA Outreach Trainers Report to the MUST Office that was taken within the last 4 years. Fax – 248-352-9814 or Email info@mustonline.org
- MUST does not accept online OSHA courses for reciprocal credit unless it was taken with UL/PureSafety
- Once the MUST Office receives the above the Individual/Traveler would mail a $38 Money Order made out to MUST to receive credit on the 18 MUST modules.

OSHA 10

- Individual/Travelers must be entered into the MUST database by a MUST Union/Contractor
- OSHA Trainers would send their OSHA Outreach Trainers Report to the MUST Office that was taken within the last 4 years. Fax – 248-352-9814 or Email info@mustonline.org
- MUST does not accept online OSHA courses for reciprocal credit unless it was taken with UL/PureSafety
- Once the MUST Office receives the above the Individual/Traveler would mail a $22 Money Order made out to MUST to receive credit on the 10 MUST and would be required to finish the 8 MUST modules (Attached list of MUST Modules with a * for the OSHA 10 credits)